
Bitcoin Suisse is the Swiss crypto-native pioneer and trusted gateway to crypto asset investing. As a crypto broker, we
operate across the most relevant crypto exchanges and provide brokerage, custody, staking and other crypto-related
services  at  the  forefront  of  technical  innovation.  We are  as  dedicated to  our  clients  as  we are  passionate  about
cryptocurrencies and the underlying blockchain technology. We make things happen and have helped to shape the crypto
and blockchain ecosystem in Switzerland as a driving force in the development of the ‘Crypto Valley’. Bitcoin Suisse is
headquartered in  Zug with  offices in  Copenhagen,  Vaduz and Bratislava and targets  (ultra-)  high-net-worth  private
individuals and institutional clients.

Legal Counsel 80-100%

You will have the following responsibilities

Responsible for meeting our legal and regulatory requirements as a financial services provider
Providing legal and regulatory advice to business lines
Drafting and negotiating contracts related to our services and products with clients and business partners
Supporting the development of the Bitcoin Suisse Group
The opportunity to work on exciting legal topics in a highly dynamic environment
Being at the front of the promising rise of crypto-financial services

What you bring along

Minimum a master’s degree in law from a Swiss university
At least two years of experience as a legal counsel in the financial services industry, preferably a FINMA supervised
company, a law firm, a big four company or a digital assets services company
Sound knowledge in Swiss financial market laws, “crypto law” knowledge is a plus
Exact, diligent and hands on work style
Adaptive, critical and outside the box thinking
Enjoy the challenges of the new digital asset world
Able to collaborate in an interdisciplinary manner with experts from various fields
Able to work under pressure, independently, and in a highly dynamic environment
Fluent in German and English, any other language is a plus

What we offer

Expertise: Work with crypto native experts
Culture: Positive and supportive team culture that relies on common goals, ambitions and values  
Activities: Regular team events and activities 
Ownership: High level of autonomy and responsibility  
Crypto Salary: Option to get a part of your salary in Bitcoin and/or Ether
Fitness: Sport over lunch activities
Location: Office location in crypto valley right next to the train station of Zug

 

Please note that for this position, only direct applications with a valid working permit for Switzerland will be
considered. 

Apply now

https://bitcoin-suisse.onlyfy.jobs/apply/835qkaf03dwrrn3pvj72jajsqk498te

